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Bio Andreas 

"Bread with Bite"

The name Bio Andreas doesn't say much, really. After you've shopped

there, they'll be synonymous with the words bakery and cafe. They use a

wood oven and at certain times you can watch the logs being dragged

indoors between sips of coffee. What is important, though, is the sale of

bread of all kinds: olive dough cakes, Speckbrot (bread with fat), etc. The

fruit cakes and other sweet treats are also delicious. Although they may

seem expensive, they are well worth the money. Come, eat and enjoy.

 +41 61 261 8486  bio-andreas.ch/  bio-andreas-

ag@bluewin.ch

 Andreasplatz 14, Basiléia
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Brötlibar 

"Vegetarian Sandwiches"

Brötli which means literally means 'Open Sandwich' is what this bar is

named after. Established in 1906, this is not one of the newer vegetarian

bars mushrooming in Basel. The Brötli Bar prides itself on being one of the

few which prepares fresh fillings for its sandwiches every 30 minutes. You

can either parcel your food or sit back in the very ambient bar with its dark

wooden furnishings and cream ceilings and walls.

 +41 61 261 8711  www.broetlibar.ch  info@broetlibar.ch  Gerbergasse 84, Hotel

Stadthof, Basiléia
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Tibits 

"Vegetarian Delights"

Tibits is a lovely vegetarian restaurant that has won many hearts across

the country. The restaurant's varied breakfast menu draws patrons in

large numbers. Quality and quantity of food both go hand in hand. The

menu might seem to be a little pricey, but the food is surely worth the

money. Nachos, Som Tum Thai Salad, Wakame Salad and Chia Coconut

Pudding are some of the items from the menu. So whether it is to start

your day or end your day, your visit here is going to be worthwhile.

 +41 61 205 3999

(Reservations)

 www.tibits.ch/de/blog/det

ail/tibits-basel.346

 reservation.basel@tibits.ch  Stänzlergasse 4, Basiléia
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Kunsthalle Restaurant 

"Garden Restaurant for all Seasons"

The Kunsthalle has two faces— the brasserie-style pub with beautiful

murals and lots of patina finishes (loved by students and artists for years).

The second section is an exclusive restaurant, separated off by a short

wall for Basel's upper crust. Both sections are served by the same team

but have separate menus, both benefiting from a fusion of French and

Italian cuisines. In the summer, enjoy patio dining at one of the most

attractive garden restaurants in Basel.

 +41 61 272 4233
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Restaurant Rhypark 

"Dining Along the Rhine"

Located in the beautiful St John District, Restaurant Rhypark never fails to

amaze its patrons, with its delectable and authentic dishes. Overlooking

the Rhine River, this restaurant is graced with fine views, appealing decor

and a lively atmosphere that makes it perfect for a laid-back meal with

friends and family. Specialists in Swiss cuisine, each item on the menu is

meticulously crafted and plated to perfection. Treat yourself to some of

the local favorites such as the jakobsmuschel, lachsforelle, and sot y

laisse, which are always a delight to the taste-buds.

 +41 61 221 4750  www.rhypark.com/#!/de/restaurant/  Müllhauserstrasse 17, Basiléia
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